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Note. I'm a 'conversationalist'. As I think reality  is, by
and large, infinitely greater than all we can say a bout
it, I find that writing the results of conversation s I've
recently had in the form of an article or essay onl y makes
sense if I fill it up with remarks about caution, a bout
how approximate all this is compared to the real th ing.
But when I reconstruct conversations, I find that t hey
might protect the easy-goingness and so they preten d less,
and can be written more easily and snappier without  saying
too dogmatically what reality is all about. --SRW
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1. What Does Art Do To Us?

Q. What is art?

A. I think that art is part of what we humans do, a nd
what we allow ourselves to experience, to bridge da ily
life with something entirely beyond our selves. Nat ure
can do that ; does do that, quite often. Say, you have
been working much, or for some reason or another yo u have
had to spend a couple of days mostly indoors. And t he next
day you are so lucky that you are able to get to a sunny
beach with sparkling fresh water, a clean smell in the air
--waves shimmering with uncountable glimmers of gol d, and
some folks are splashing about, looking bronzed and  fit--
and you may find yourself taken away from yourself as it
were. You bow to the beauty ; your mind, upon returning to
your home, is freed of things, and you can look wit h fresh
eyes on everything. Now that is Nature--and, in sma ller or
even greater ways, that's how the human experience of
Nature becomes meditative. This type of experience doesn't
always present itself, though. Nature may be cruel and
harsh ; the ideal beach scene may be much other at times ;

and when many things have to be done, it may be har d to
get the time to experience Nature at its best just when
one most needs it.
  So here, I think, art in all its forms come in. I t is,
like Nature, sometimes providing something that can  take
us "away from ourselves". A painting can do this, o n
occasion--when light strikes it in a certain ways, and its
deeper features comes to light in ways that can't e ver
fully be replicated by digital means--and it's size , its
quiet but sometimes majestic presence,--it may be j ust
right for you, and you find that it lifts your mind  above
the clouds of the city, so to speak.

Q. Why is it that this happens? How come art can li ft us
up like this?

A. Before we go on, let me point out that art is al so much
other. Some do it for own therapy, for instance, wh ile
others do it to provoke or evoke emotions, perhaps for
political change ; or to cement a certain established
political system ; or to make a point about technical
expertise ; or to while away with something that presumably
brings in some cash ; or to try and effect a healing effect
on a particular person ; and for a dozen more such rather
subjective reasons. So to me, what is art concerns the
sense of life as a whole,--the phrase by Albert Ein stein,
the scientist, comes to mind. I don't remember it e xactly
but the gist of it connected to a sense of cosmos, a
feeling of cosmos. "Cosmos", the great order. The s ense
that life makes sense. He saw the scientific enterp rise in
the same light. That speaks of a grand mind. I don' t think
art should be about some people's ego.

Q. But more about this relationship between art and  Nature
--Nature at its best. Is then Nature art? Or is art  trying
to mimick Nature?

A. The easiest answer is that any 'mimicking' or
'imitation' isn't gonna work out. Let photography i mitate
a scene, that's all a camera can do and all it shou ld do.
Art must somehow, no matter how startling scenes we  are
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exposed to via the senses, come from within.
  The word 'Nature', as we have used it here, indic ates a
naturally occurring phenomenon. Or you can say, it is
made by God and his muses, it's part of the sense o f the
grander order of existence. When we are making art,  we
are allowing something of the same process to opera te
through us, through our fingers, as it were. But ju st as
not any Nature will be a mind-enlightener, so will not
just any artistic type of expression do. It's somet hing
that the artist must get the knack of, by hard work  over
a long time ; and even then, only some of the productions
of any artist make maximum sense for any given indi vidual,
and then only in certain moods of minds.
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SRW photo of Kyuja Bae
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SRW photo of Katarina S. Henriksen
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2. Can Art Have Something To Do With Meditation?

Q. The way you speak about what art can be--what it  can do
to you when you meet it, and even when you make it, --it
sounds like a meditative state. Does art have anyth ing to
do with meditation?

A. Yes, absolutely. Now notice that the tendency in  our
societies to divide life up in bits--this one is ab out
money, that one is about love, this one over here i s
meditation--you follow?--that type of division may have
some virtues, some values, but sometimes it can be very
radically misleading. I mean, it is of value that w hen
you read about how to fix an engine, in an engine m anual,
it doesn't scoff over the engine bit lightly and sp end
time spelling out the favourite cooking recipes of the
fans of this engine instead. You really want to con cen-
trate on a subject sometimes, and you may have to b e
selective. So that works for a number of practical areas.
  But when it comes to meditation, as I see it, we can't
just divide it up and make of it a category as easi ly as
that. And, indeed, to fix an engine you may have to  have
a great sense of contact with yourself, you may wan t to,
may need to, have a quality time and a sense of ove rview
and good order. And a connection to your own instin cts,
your gut. So, the author of Zen and the Art of Moto rcycle
Maintainance--you know, the famous novel from the 1 970s
by Robert Pirsig--suggested, in the "I" voice of th e book,
that the first chapter of a maintenance manual for a good
motorcycle should have in it stuff about getting gr ounded
in a good quality experience of relationship to the
engine. He spoke of 'gumption': that type of 'shoot  from
the hips' direct sense of what's right which someti mes
comes more easily when one has spent time with also  wild
Nature.
  And whenever you look to science about the brain and our
bodies, you find that the mysteries pile up: there are
waves in which scientists in the main may pretend t hat
there aren't all that many mysteries ; that they can easily
foresee the day when such as a human body can be pr oduced
in a human factory. And as I see it, it is only whe n
people are totally out of touch with facts that the y can
even go vaguely near the assumption that human bodi es can
be produced in a factory like soaps and computers c an.
It's not just quantum biology. That's just a hint o f it.
The human body is, as I see it, a mystery that we m ust
categorise in the highest, most sublime way. We mus t say
of it that it is a divine mystery. And that's also why
we must be willing to go far to connect to intuitio n as to
our handling of our own bodies: for science, with a ll its
discoveries, know so little of these our bodies and  of our
brains. So very, very little. Awareness of that ign orance,
awareness of the ignorance in science, is a key to the
spiritual life, which doesn't mean that one automat ically
believes in everything that science doesn't believe  in.
  But you were talking about meditation. So, what i s
meditation? To sit very still, very upright, yet re laxed,
and have focussed attention? Is that it?

Q. Yes, wouldn't you say so? At least as a start. A nd then
it can spread into things we do in the next hours.

A. Well, yes. You kindle the fire of meditation, as  it
were, by getting into a meditative state. It can be  after
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coffee and cookie, it doesn't have to be after fort y hours
of fasting or anything like that. It can be, before ,
during or after exercise, also of the tantric kind.  It can
be as a moment of utter peace with yourself in Natu re,
perhaps while sunbathing. To connect to the Sun is not
merely a question of getting a bronzed look. It's m uch,
much more than that. All the organising fields of y our
body thrive in that exposure--even if it is sometim es only
to your face, or via sun-lamps.
  Yet I feel that meditation comes back--and even d eepens,
sometimes,--in the middle of great work, or when li stening
to great music, or in dance, or in meeting or makin g good
art, or in watching a beautiful face. Or in any exp erience
--and here we musn't pompously filter out sex and s ay that
that's a completely different issue and merely a fo rm of
entertainment or the like. The meditation takes pla ce more
in the brain, perhaps, but it is of the same nature  as
that which takes more place in the genitals. So whe n you
explore meditation, you explore not merely how to k indle
it in the morning or afternoon or so, but also what  it
means to relate to it throughout the day, not in ev ery
minute, but sometimes.
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SRW photo of Monica Herstad
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3. Dance, Beauty And Photography

Q. Is there something timeless about ballet? How do es
the more modern, or, as some would prefer, more con temp-
orary dance forms compare to classical ballet--and is
there a timeless esthetics? Or is it just a cultuar al
definition?

A. This is the type of questions that I have often
explored and I supposed I really began explore them  when
I asked one who has both education, the highest pos sible,
in classical ballet and who had then turned to the
post-Hiroshima japanese form of dance called butoh,  by
means of her great master Min Tanaka. What Monica H erstad
replied and how these further conversations develop ed I do
not now remember in detail, but it went into the se ries of
explorations into beauty also in painted art via my  my
contact with Frans Widerberg, whose elongated musel ike
beings in space seemed to partake in much the same beauty
as we can find in some forms of dance (perhaps more
meditative and still and contemporary dance than ba llet
in his case ; yet without the gravitational pull).
  It is, perhaps, a life quest, for each human bein g, to
explore something of the beauty concept and it's on ly by
respecting the possible infinity of explorations he re that
we properly have the greatness of mind with which w e can
approach it here and now. I mean, there's no final word on
the matter--not Fibonacci with his 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 se ries
which approach the 1.618 golden ratio so much found  in
divinely inspiring paintings ; not the theory, by Thomas
Aquinas, Spinoza and one of the medieval Archbishop s of
Canterbury, and many others, also in classical Indi an
thinking: that the God concept is the concept of th e
highest perfection. And that the best a human being  can do
is to trust this perfection concept and ask what on e can
do to honor it and have some approach to it, positi vely
speaking.
  But I'm wavering from your question. Is dance as ballet
the supreme? There's a likelihood in any human disc ipline,
including classical ballet, that it is tainted by i ts time
and culture ; and yet it's clear to me, radiantly clear,
that the lines and arches and gracefully as if weig htless
postures of the well-trained human body--much of al l that
--is touching something beyond all time and common to the
best of art. Modern or contemporary dance, or howev er we
phrase it, should respect that core, not develop aw ay from
it as if beauty is solely in the eye of the beholde r.

Q. Well, does contemporary dance 'develop away' fro m the
beautiful core of ballet?

A. I have seen the same greatness exhibited in cont empo-
rary dance ; I would go further, I have seen something
exhibited there that ballet may not easily touch. B ut
according to some of the leading ballerinas and
choreographers (incl. Tamara Rojo), ballet isn't st atic at
all, but learns from whatever it 'comes into touch with'.

Q. You mean, there has been something shown in nonb allet
dance that touches the form of beauty that you woul d like
to see in dance, that highest form you're talking a bout?

A. Well, something like that. You can tell if you h ave a
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meditative mind, that dance, when you don't feel it 's
sloppy work, but harmoniously prepared by people wh o are
fully tuned in to do it from the core of their bein g, and
who naturally exhibit a fountain of grace, so to sp eak,
such dance does something to the mind the way a fan tastic
and surprising experience of wild Nature sometimes can.
That one can find in the motions and postures assoc iated
with ballet--and in butoh and in other forms of mor e
modern dance. That essence, if you like, escapes an y easy
definition. It exists, and it does its work in soci ety.
Is it fully captured in any style of dance? I think  not.
I think ballet has something to teach all other for ms of
dance--and that's for sure. Also, in terms of perso nal
training, ballet can be a foundation for less obvio usly
harmoniously structured dance forms, that one then takes
up later on. The total dance performance is perhaps  one
that is neither ballet nor not ballet, but which pl ucks
with great care and a feeling for essence the right
vocabulary of postures and gracefully combines it a ll.
In this, there's also the constant question of prea rranged
structure or choreography versus improvisation and what
we can do to enhance the quality of the parts that have
much improvisation in them.
  When I photograph dance, I try to let go of all p re-
conceived ideas of what the dance ought to show. Th ere's
a certain degree of dialogue between the living pho to-
grapher holding a camera and the dancers, when it h appens
in such settings as allow a direct contact. The cam era
may be felt, through the fingers, to as if develop a 'will
of its own', or rather one can say it's about trust ing a
certain 'magnetism of the fingers', to move and cat ch
glimpses of God-knows-what, in tremendous quantitie s.

Q. Then it requires a gut instinct to pick from tho se
quantitis afterwards?

A. Correct. Exact. And also much time, much much ti me.
It's out of respect for the photography session but  also
out of respect for the dancers, for all involved, s tylists
etc, that one finds the best photos, the ones that may fit
not just an immediate purpose of use but which are shining
as if with their own innerness (if that's the word I
want). So those photos go to an archive--and the re st are
discarded. Loads of photos, dozens, for each good p hoto,
are discarded. They aren't kept and so you as photo grapher
contribute to good energy, not accumulating the deb ris of
photo sessions. This cleaning-up after a photo sess ion is
part of the work, part of the creativeness. As a re sult,
--well, it should speak for itself. I think part of  the
clue is to subject the photos to a kind of esthetic al
awareness. How to build it up and maintain it in da ily
life so that you have that awareness when you act a s a
photographer is part of the quest of a holistic lif e-style
or a life in wholeness. Part of what we are explori ng here
in these texts. I think here computers have a value , for
they allow fresh impulses as to photographic result s to
be quickly and economically conveyed. I don't think  videos
have the same effect--at all! Videos are hypnosis. A photo
can be the opposite--a mind-opener, a recharger. An d so
even more for really good paintings, for they are w ith you
in a unique way--there's only one of each, and they  are
always affected in what they radiate by your own pr esence
and the light in the room or the light outdoors and  so on.
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SRW photo of Monica Emilie Herstad
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4. Music, Art, And The Muses Through Art History

Q. Classical ballet has, of course, been associated , at
least in the popular culture, in many people's mind , with
classical music ; but of course the picture, when you look
more closely at it, is extremely varied. When one l ooks at
your website you speak favorably of the notion of ' muses',
and this word is of course the same word as 'music' . Could
you comment on all this?

A. Yes, for sure. The word "muse" is one of the lov eliest
in the English language, it has survived the many c hanges
of English and carried through a sense which is not  all
that far from its original Greek sense, a couple mi llenia
back and further. So you find the word 'muse' not o nly
designating higher, graceful, slender females of a
superior beauty capable of doing things beyond what  mere
mortal men can do, as inspiration for every sort of  art
in humanity, but also it is, as you point out, the root of
words like "music" and "musical" and even "amusemen t". Now
if you happen to be a believer in God you are open to the
idea of higher beings, invisible to our naked eyes because
they exist on a more subtle or sublime or etheric l evel
of reality. So God's own personal assistants, we mi ght
say, are his muses ; at least, if you choose to believe a
little bit in the ancient Greek scenario, and inter pret
the head of the gods, Zevs, or Zeus, as also the so urce
of the more christian, monotheisitic God concept as  the
Latin "Deus", then the goddesses are more convenien tly
spoken of as muses, or angels, or archangels. These  words
vary. But they are of course greatly interesting fo r
artists longing to convey a glimpse of what they fe el
might be the peak of beauty and grace and goodness to
humanity. This is true not just in painting and mus ic but
you see it also, for instance, in the writings of J .R.R.
Tolkien with his Lord of the Rings.
  You meet these beings also in the paintings of th e PRB,
the Pre-Raphaelitic Brotherhood, made some time bef ore
Tolkien wrote his works, both in Great Britain ; and of
course the Romans left their marks on the British i sles
and thereby there's a direct Greek element in what was,
in the beginning of the 20th century, the British E mpire.
In the Greek element, we find direct connections, a s many
German writers have pointed out, to most of the oth er
major ancient traditions of the world, and in parti cular
to ancient Indian cultures of Sanskrit. So we find a whole
series of cultural connections, and these connectio ns we
find that such mythologists as Joseph Campbell have
dug deep into. In any case, whether you personally have a
faith in muses and God or lean toward a view in whi ch you
have taken these things with many spoons of salt, y ou may
still rever music, find that music heals and create s
energies and can carry you along in dance and creat e an
atmosphere, as it were, where you are able to focus  on
what you need. When the music is right.

Q. Is that because of how the brain is built? That music
goes somehow straight in?

A. Well, yes, it may be also because of the fields of what
I personally, in my own super-model theory which ha s in it
an understanding of physics, call organising fields . I
have more technical terms for it there, but these f ields
are not merely an outcome of matter, but rather the y some-
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how underlie matter, also the matter of our brains.  And
these may be vibrational, not just having shapes, b ut
they have features of vibration and so there may be  a way
in which music can and does affect them directly. A nd you
may be free to interpret this to mean 'affect your soul
directly'. By 'soul' I mean the sense of being aliv e
within, the experiencer, that which is capable of f eeling
and having awareness together with forming insights  and
new thoughts.

Q. Do you use music during painting and photography ?

A. Obviously, yes, all the time. Now what I find hi ghly
fascinating about music which is post-classical and  that
typically involve female voices in the late 20th ce ntury
is that these are quite often singing in ways that imply
a sense of liberation from the earlier entrenchment  of
women and of the tantric in the earlier styles of s ociety
we had prior to the industrial revolution. I mean, much
music was composed on the order and payment of lead ers to
hail them or imply a hailing of them. When Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart didn't want to do that kind of music
anymore, but penned notes towards a more revolution ary
attitude, his support was cut, and he died in pover ty and
perhaps partly as a result of this political awaken ing in
him. Now what I particularly find important in the ancient
Greek culture, as compared to the antisexual phase that
Roman/Vatican/Lutherian takes on christianity has l ed to,
is that an ancient Greek attitude towards sexuality  as
part of the divine can infuse even christianity and  the
understanding of the Jesus character with something  that
is more friendly towards the liberation of women se en in
the 20th century. This liberation involves a courag e to
set aflame, as it were, the tantric regions of the
genitals and let the voices carry the vibrations al so of
these ; and find notes and rhythms and the breaking with
rhythm that matches this. In turn, this suggests ne w and
more daring forms of ballet, and of course it invit es new
forms of paintings as well ; and can infuse any photography
session with a rich sense of possibilities, when on e has
prestine beauty as aim.
  This theme, of music, is a big one. Let's explore  it
more from other angles also later in this booklet.

Q. Okay.
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5. Education, And The Discipline Of Learning

Q. What is the proper education in the arts?

A. When you say 'arts' some of us might think of th e
cultural history, before the word 'art' was made in to the
type of concept we saw the first gigantic beginning s of in
the 20th century. The plural form 'arts' could real ly mean
any type of skill or crafts. That is not to say tha t who
we today consider great artists, like the musician and
composer J.S. Bach, wasn't considered great before the
word 'art' came into its full flourishing. But rath er he
was considered a composer and musician first, and t he word
'artist' became a celebrated concept only much late r ; so
that one could apply it to oneself with pride, and do
honors to the ancient masters in various fields by saying
that they were great artists.
  Once the concept of art became great and celebrat ed,
society wanted to give the joys of being an artist to its
youth and did so by creating educational institutio ns and
formalised degrees. Some of these combined the earl ier
form of art education via the personal discipleship  to a
master in a field by hiring in, as art professors a nd
teachers, some of these masters--inasmuch as they l et
themselves be hired in.

Q. And gradually art education became more and more
theoretical and formalised?

A. In some places it did. Now these institutions va ry
greatly. In dance, for instance, only a tremendous
discipline, a willingness to view dance as a dedica tion
and to push it through as an ascetic way of life wi th its
own great rewards but not the sometimes easy reward s of
a superficial life, is enough to create the radianc e of
the mastery that the ballerina must show in the you ng
adult girl. She has had discipline and teachers for  years
and it comes through in her every movement. Now tha t is
an example of a discipline in which the formalised
education may have the advantage of providing a uni form
structure and a sense of coherence and wholeness.
  In a similar vein, we can see that democratic soc ieties
also allow a variety of education places to arise-- not
just ones shaped accoring to a dry book-reading app roach
to what art is all about. And so some of these plac es are
very theoretical, while others are practical but la ck the
presence of magnetic masters in the field, while so me
lucky few places have somehow managed to bridge all
aspects of the brain and also have contact with suc cessful
masters in the area, with a success that comes from  great
and noble work, not just for reasons of overdone hy pe in
society.
  So, how does learning take place? The dancer uses  a
variety of feedbacks, including computer camera and  mirror
and so on, to find out how it is looking ; whether the face
is perfectly relaxed even as the muscles are pushed  to the
nearly intensely painful in an apparently effortles s
stretch and rise. And the teachers of dance provide
further impulses, suggestions of what to be aware o f, what
ideals to pursue, and also, in between it all, how to
handle certain strains that may arise--the necessar y
discipline in eating habits, for instance ; or to moderate
drugs and alcohol ; and to overcome various fears of being
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at a stage and in front of an audience. All these t hings
which are so intensely near a dancer's daily traini ng
life.
  In addition, there's the learning one does at one 's own,
when one is by oneself: this is intensely a part of  all
education, and, for not few in the history not just  of art
but of all humankind, some of those who have made t he
greatest leaps have pushed themselves hard and mana ged to
click the 'self-learning' switch into the 'on' posi tion.

Q. Can anyone do this?

A. Well, children are adept at it. They learn all t he time
--and laugh ; some statistics showed that children may
easily laugh about 300 times pr day. That's a brain  state.
It's a mind wave. The playfulness wave--which allow s also
the storage, deeply, of new movements, of new perce ptions,
new patterns, new rhythms, new gestalts, and so on.  The
relaxed and playful mood of mind. Then, as the chil d grows
up, there may not be the adult or older child to co mment
about what's right and wrong all the time ; and so one must
give oneself comments--sometimes criticize, sometim es
congratulate ; and with an insight into this process ; with
ideals that are high, perhaps coming from a study o f how
the masters are doing things ; perhaps also coming, as if
by hypnosis, from being in the presence of great ma sters
and then just having a sense of knowing, afterwards , how
these would react if they saw or heard such-and-suc h.
  So being self-critical, but also, when called for ,
self-congratulory, on a foundation of playful aware ness
and daily regular contact with a varied set of grea t
impulses and also great efforts in a field ; over the
years, this is how one gets into such mastery as on e has
the talent to get.

Q. This sounds as something only few institutions c an
provide.

A. Well, yes. Some can provide it. They can also pr ovide
a motivation to go on despite money worries and wha t not.
And so they are invaluable. But naturally, society mustn't
ever decline into merely looking at papers to judge  who is
an artist. It's not about namedropping. It's about a
quality judgement.
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Avenuege painting 50cm x 50cm by SRW
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6. The Secret Of Painting

Q. Is there a secret as to how to paint dancers wel l?

A. Oh yes. Just spend a decade at drawing and paint ing
every day and have lots of meetings with some great  ones
in both fields in the meantime ; add to that talent, luck
and intuition, and you've got it. Simple as that ;)
  Joke apart, I think as with music--if I may leap into
a related subject, and come back..?

Q. Go ahead!

A. Thanks. With music--let's think of what we may m ean by
words or phrases such as House, Dance, Trance, Club ,
Electronica, and how these and other forms of music  from
rather late in the 20th century and early in the 21 st
century are importing features of all branches of m usic
from reggie through pop to classic: one of the thin gs that
some of the best pieces of music are doing is that the
music creates its own seemingly natural world, as i t were.
Things, the voices, the notes of music, just happen , but
they happen within a context. Some speak of 'ambien t'
music, too: the music flows in and around itself an d does
so without too much sense of the artefact. Look at any
great painting, in particular what can be called of  the
'impressionist' kind, and it is certainly a world o nto
itself. It has decided on a style--as it were, a fo nt--
and sticks to it ; and events play upon this style as
waves on water. Right?

Q. Some speak of the fractal geometry of nature. Ho w a
cloud may look like itself in its bubbly edges that  it is
hard to tell whether it is near or far away. Same w ith
water waves. Rock formations. And such. Is that som ething
of what you mean?

A. Yes, absolutely. The fractal stuff is part of it . Now
I happen to have my own views about mathematics and  its
equations and I look to another type of formalisati on than
that--I have my own formalism, G15 PMN, which is a whole
art school in itself, in a way--and so I use the wo rd
'fractal' consciously poetically. To indicate such as a
similarity or texture within the music-scape or sou nd-
scape or landscape--and interesting contrasts that also
resonate. These words make sense if you look at any  grand
piece of Nature, at least in your mind, if you also  think
about such words, knowing a bit of their definition  in a
normal English dictionary. That's the sense in whic h I
want to use the word 'fractal', even though its sou rce is
technically in terms of some equations. This can be  given,
as many people have shown, a totally liberated mean ing in
terms of computer languages, without having to call  on any
of the original equations. Indeed, one of the folks  I call
a 'mentor', even though the quantity of meetings wi th him
was not that great, David Bohm, wrote, with David P eat,
about the idea of 'generative orders', inspired by just
this, and showed how one can make crystal-like shap es
simply by pen and paper, repeating a triangle-like edge
shape at smaller and smaller scales as modification  to the
same initial form.
  Where were we?

Q. Well, I asked about the secret of painting.
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A. Oh yes, you sure did. Now, when I make a canvas- -which
is something that, though slightly time-consuming e ven
given good tools, I find to be an important part of  the
painting process--I already find myself beginning t o think
about what texture will come out of is. Thinking te xture
means that you want, as you develop the stuff on th e
canvas over some time,--not just one painting at a time,
you follow, but you can have several,--then suddenl y it
takes on its own story and own depth. At least it s eems
like it does. You follow what I mean when I say 'te xture'?

Q. Is it like a fractal on the canvas, that the pai nt
gives rise to similar shapes and so on?

A. Yeah, but it is more that you feel the canvas is  no
longer there like an object. It is rather having it s own
life. Now I found the almost mesmerizing presence o f the
famous Norwegian painter Frans Widerberg in his lar ge
ateliers as he worked on many paintings at the same  time
living what he said when he pointed out, to me: whe n you
have a masterpiece coming up, you can do what you w ant,
it can't be hurt. That wasn't the exact words, but that
was the gist of it. He also spoke of 'communion' wi th his
paintings. And they really took on a life on their own
though in the beginning they seemed to be looking f or it.
One of his key themes was that of 'not knowing'. As  I see
it, he did what I call 'muse impressionism' and his
painting floating beings were sort of dancers in sp ace ;
these are though my words, the way I use it--contem porary
impressionism, if you like. The challenge is to rea lize
that a fluctuating and as if uncertain line can be as
indicative of certain life as a certain line--if no t more,
sometimes. The 'not knowing' of what is going on pe rmits
a laughter, a change of perceptions, a feeling as i f there
is light in the process, light that must have its o wn say
and we shouldn't try to force a form into being if it
doesn't come by itself. And yet, if it comes by its elf, it
may be hard work (I add) to get it right, fully rig ht, as
right as it deserves.
  In all this, I also feel, a painting should be ma de for
people who are in need of its presence and energy a nd who
relishes in its presence and--notably--who may want  to
have more, and different paintings after a while. A
painting is like a battery. You put it up on the wa ll to
charge yourself from it ; and then, some seasons later, you
may want to let it come to new places, and you go a fter a
new one. Perhaps reselling and so on. So the paintn gs get
charged up by this change of scene as well. That al so
means that we shouldn't paint so as to try to put f ull
'paradisic perfection' into every one of them, if y ou know
what I mean. The hint and the glamour of the muses should
be there, but we put perhaps clothes on them and ma ke them
more like mere manifest human beauty and we do so w ith
some consciously careless strokes or elements of po stures
here and there so that the painting isn't "arguing against
reality", that it isn't competing too much ; and with the
clothes, and such, you don't get too worked up on t he
perfection of the bodies and so on but can get on w ith the
business of living your life!

Q. If all this is the secret of painting, then it s eems
that there isn't any secret in the sense of easy wa y to
it.

A. Well I just want to say that with all my interes t and,
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if I may immodestly point it out, my fairly absolut e
knowlegde of programming, that if I had found a way  by the
PC to create the same intensity of experience that a
living analog painting on the wall can, I would hav e done
so. Rather, I find that the PC complements it, but it is
enormously important to regard that the analog pain ting
process has in it features of real life and its lov e and
its esthetics and dance that are in principle impos sible
to capture in any digital form, whether as photogra phy
or manipulation or photography. And never ever, if I may
point it out, be fooled by a photo of a painting in to a
belief that you now much about the painting by watc hing
the photo of it. If the painting is any good, that is.
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7. The Love Of Dance

Q. Why do you love dance?

A. Have you noticed how hard it is to answer that q uestion
for anything that you really love for its own sake?  I mean
--just to take an example--suppose you love the boo ks of
the light-hearted novel writer and master of comedy  in the
20th century, P.G. Wodehouse. One of the characters  you
find in many but very far from all his about 100 bo oks is
the "Jeeves" character.

Q. Yes, the clever servant who always rescues Berti e
Wooster from entanglements and such.

A. Exactly. Now suppose you said, "I love Wodehouse 's
books BECAUSE of the Jeeves character." But surely that's
not the whole reason, or you wouldn't much take to the
many books of his without the Jeeves character. And  so
for each particular thing about these books. If you
extract it, you reduce the rest. And so it is with dance.
I have experimented here. In this free world, it's easy:
is it only because of the expressions? You can find  much
the same expressions of the faces in other places. Is it
only the fact that the dancers are so well-trained?  But
athletic well-trainedness is not the sole property of
dancers. Well, what about the graceful arch of the high-
wristed foot in the ballet stretch? It's wonderful,  like
Jeeves in the Wodehouse books, if you forgive the
comparison, but surely you can find that arch, if t hat's
what it's all about, for instance in fashion magazi nes.
Flexibility? The scene? You see, you can't pick it apart
and you can't give any reason if there's really a p assion
for the whole, a passion without fear or greed.

Q. I hear what you say but surely there are famous
choreographers who say that ballet or dance is grea t
because of such and such. A well-known male choreog rapher
pointed out that ballet involves the highest form o f
eroticism, and that's why he cared so much about it .

A. I beg to differ. I think I can understand how he  can
come to say such a thing, and, mind you, I'm not on e of
your petty moralists who wish to brush everything s exual
under the carpet ; I believe of myself that I'm liberal-
minded and then some. Also, I don't believe in the sharp
categories (we've already talked about that, I thin k). But
dance is different than that and more than that, th ough it
may include it, does it include it.

Q. Can you give an example?

A. Well, great dance is a physical meditation, a sh ared
social meditation, because when you watch it--and I  don't
mean watching a digital screen with a series of pho tos
made by one of these video cameras, but you are in the
audience and you are seated, or you are standing, a nd you
watch dancers and listen to the music. It's a state  of
mind of wholeness.
  An example? Well, I favour sitting still in medit ation
in between the doings of things in daily life. In t his way
--and perhaps through the sayings or prayers or wha t we
call it--mantras, we can say--that we bring into it , we
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can call on deeper resources, and we get into a sen se of
undivided existence. These are funny words, but the y make
sense when you push ahead with meditation for a whi le. Now
there's no doubt--no doubt at all!--that such a sta te of
mind also allows an erotic energy and inspiration a nd
capacity to gather and be present so that you can c all on
it in the actions after it. Right? So the erotic is  part
of meditation. But it's absolutely clear, is it not , that
meditation is different from and more than the erot ic?
Right?

Q. Right. I see that. And in the same way with danc e?

A. Exactly. Now this ties in with music. (I think w e
promised to go more into the theme of music earlier  on
in these conversations.)

Q. How?

A. If you have noticed it, you can select music acc ording
to what you are going to work with, and who you are  going
to work with, so as to create a background motivati on that
is suitable for the tasks ahead. So some forms of m usic
propell speed and practical superficiality, for ins tance ;

while others take you deeper and let you reflect an d go
into contemplative moods ; some forms of music, perhaps
mixed with radio or such, may provide a balming eff ect
within which one can very easily have a nap ; while other
music again can be effective for physical training,  yoga,
martial arts, whatever, or the stamash that combine s these
--and so music can be seen as a mechanism by which we in
a technologised society can have an easier way regu lating
what we're doing. We work on our brains, minds, sou ls,
feelings, perceptions when we consciously select mu sic to
fit with what we're doing. Now, one of the things I  have
personally explored quite a while is what happens w hen you
take a sensual piece of music of the electronica or  house
or trance form, vaguely speaking, and chop up the r hythms
here and there ; and blur over some of the parts of music
that most stand out, so it get's slightly more what  Brian
Eno would call 'ambient'. This I think has great re levance
for dance, for ballet, modern, contemporary, whatev er we
call it--to explore what happens to dance when we n o
longer insist on the mechanically perfectly repeate d
rhythm. You follow? This is the arrythmic.

Q. The arrythmic. Is that when rhythm is transcende d?

A. Exactly. The 'a' is as in 'amoral', meaning beyo nd
morals. The arrythmic is beyond rhythm.

Q. Isn't that making it very difficult to dance aft er it?
The category of pop music called 'dance' is, in con trast,
often full of hard rhythm, even more mechnanical-so unding
than normal.

A. I'm aware of that, but let's remember the commer cial
aspects of all this: such easy-going pop music is m eant to
be pumped out so that people who have their attenti on on
the drink in their hands, and on conversation, are going
to feel impelled to move to it. When we speak of go ing far
into new peaks of the dance that well-trained dance rs
dance, according to new styles of choreography, wit h new
mixings of bits of improvisation with structure, th en we
must ask: can we invoke more clearly something of t hat
which goes beyond the mechanical by letting the mus ic more
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flow than guide, and let the dancers move according  to a
sense of oscillations that come from within.

Q. It sounds like a form of dance that's more compl ex to
view.

A. But that I totally agree to. It may even be that ,
commmercially speaking, one may have to be careful about
invoking it too much and too early in a dance on a stage,
and moderating it even more if the audience is less
inclined to understand it. But to experiment with i t and
gather a know-how about what it means to transcend rhythm
appears to me to be important. I sometimes refer to  HMMH
for this type of blend, which can be precorded or m ade on
the spot by means of a mixer--Harmonious Messy Mix House-
dance. That sort of brings in all the themes--the h ouse-
dance style of contemporary pop music, the freedom to mix
and mess about it, but with an underlaying intent o f
harmony.

Q. Say once more why this type of thing is importan t.

A. Why the arrythmic is important?

Q. Yes, why is the arrythmic important. When it com es to
dance.

A. Because in any important pursuit in humanity, th ere's
the danger of a thing becoming a habit. We mustn't be as
computers. Computers, however cleverly programmed t hey
are, tick according to a computer clock, performing
instruction after instruction, in a sequence for ea ch
processor. This ticking off of instructions, and ac ting
according to strict rules, can be impressive but th ere's
a sensitivity in life that's beyond all this. And s omehow
life must be consciously entrained into all the gre atest
forms of art, dance inclusive.
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8. Can Quantum Biology Teach Artists Anything?

Q. It may seem to some of us that you have perhaps gone
more deeply into quantum mechanics than most ; and there
are at present books and even mainstream scientific
journals who speak about the new upcoming quantum b iology ;

does anything of this has in it something for artis ts?

A. Oh yes, definitely, obviously, clearly. There's no
doubt that science is a provider of impulses that a re,
through many levels of imagination and speculation,
eventually filtering into worldviews and visions of  the
human being, of Nature, and of life, which in turn will
affects artists,--painters, dancers and so on--very
deeply indeed. They can't help it: it's a question of
reflecting over the total human state. A contemplat ion
of Nature is not only pure contemplation in the sen se of
pure perception ; it is always to some extent affected by
the underlaying concepts we have of Nature, and of
ourselves, and so on. And all this enters into our
feelings of society, of the value of human life, of  the
point of art, and so on. And I feel that art has a great
point to it, and that this is especially so when we  are
not so woolen-headed that we are confined to an ath eistic
or mechanistic reductive idea of the world. The wor ld is
far far beyond whatever humans can think. Now, in a ll this
picture, we have hints in various branches of scien ce.
It's a very long story but if you like I can give s ome
glimpses of it that could be relevant to your quest ion. Do
you want that?

Q. Don't make it too complex.

A. Okay, I won't. Let me then say (as I think we ha ve
pointed out earlier in these conversations, in this  text),
that for the most part in the 20th century, physics  dealt
with subatomic energies and so by means of concepts  which
were rather wierd and fuzzy, wavelike and with feat ures
going even faster than the speed of light. Very pec uliar
features were found there. Then, we had the biologi sts,
trying to put the human body (and other living bein gs) in
a box, and this box was supposed to be explainable without
any much reference to quantum physics at all.

Q. How could this be? When quantum processes are gu iding
the particles that also make up our body?

A. Well, in some connections the quantum processes sort of
cancel out ; the field, we might say, is fragmented, so
that you can get a more machine-like effect out of the
whole. As an image, a metaphor, imagine that inside
particles of sand there are all sorts of mysterious
processes but they don't upset the overall shape an d
weight of each grain of sand. Right? And then, when  you
build a sand castle, you can push and pull on the s and and
add water and it'll behave much according to very s imple
rules ; nothing wierd about it.

Q. So the biologists built a sand-castle theory of the
human body?

A. Wait, not so fast. There were this and that scie ntist
who felt that things ought to be done differently. Erwin
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Schroedinger was one of them. David Bohm was anothe r.
Some of the more daring proposals, considered redic ulous
by mainstream journals, came from Rupert Sheldrake,  a
british biologist ; but it is clear that his type of theory
can be seen as an intimation of a future form of qu antum
biology and no scientist with respect for science a s
process should laugh at such theories as Sheldrake' s
so-called "morphogenetic" fields. He may have been a bit
careless in the formulations, and also not interest ed
enough in quantum theory earlier on to combine the two in
any interesting way, but the gist of his notion is that
the living organism can connect both itself and to other
beings by means which go beyond push-pull, beyond c ause
and effect, beyond the machine. And that point is p erhaps,
a bit by bit, beginning to become credible to at le ast
some serious scientists working in biology, but by path-
ways which to many are surprising. It's a long long  story
but I just give some snapshots. Follow so far?

Q. I think so.

A. Then, a number of developments between the 1970s  and
now, into the second decade of the 21st century, le ad to
an understanding that a number of processes in biol ogy may
be somehow requiring very complex quantum theory to  be
understood at all--for they are, in part, much more
efficient than they otherwise would have been witho ut it.
Each of these examples are rather tiny and not with out a
world-shaking implication seen in isoloation: but t hey
could suggest, if they continue to be understood in  this
way in mainstream science, that there is a fantasti c
amount more to be discovered, and which may even br ing us
to the point where we see that present quantum theo ry come
altogether short to account for it. I try to sugges t this
without sounding too easy about it, being aware of how
carefull mainstream scientists wish to be, to save their
careers and what not.
  The examples seen so far, and most discussed in j ournals
such as Nature, include:
  * some forms of the breathing processes in living  beings
  * some forms of bird navigation during long journ eys
  * parts of how energy is transferred when sunligh t is
shining on green blades and this is utilised by pla nts
  * features of how the sense of smell work
  And, more excitingly, perhaps, but with less evid ence as
yet--though some laboratory research in the favour of it:
  * possibilities of relating EEG brain waves to so me
quantum coherence found in microtubules, which are
structures found in plenty in all brain neurons

When you look into these examples you find that the
concepts of biology, through biochemistry, is prett y much
put to their limits ; so also are the measuring instruments
and methods ; and so also is the understanding of quantum
theory or physics or mechanics or however we phrase  it.
  The wierdest part of quantum theory is quantum co herence
but it is common to regard this as one of three for ms of
wierdness--the second being entanglement, the third  being
tunnelling. But these are really all variations of
quantum coherence. This involves faster-than-light,  or
superluminal, organising of energetic processes ove r
possibly great distances, at least as compared to t he
subatomic level. The tunnelling phenomenon involves  that
such fields coordinate the movement or dancelike fl ow of
such as electrons or fields of energy so that they don't
collide but find their pathways elegantly and fast.
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Q. Alright, I might get a glimpse of something of t his
when you describe it. But if you drop the scientifi c way
of talking, what does all this mean to artists?

A. This: that all life may be a vibrational interco nnected
flow of energy entirely beyond the notion of machin e. I
say this not out of quantum theory, nor out of what  may
come to be regarded as quantum biology: but out of an
intuition that quantum phenomena are merely the beg inning
of a series of explorations humanity is doing into
features of reality that ultimately are found to be  part
of a living, nonmechanistic process. That all is al ive:
and you can give it any flavour you like, in your m ind,
whether you believe, as some buddhists, in a panthe istic
soup, or as eg christians, in a God and angelic bei ngs, or
muses, in additions ; or any of the other flavours. We are
talking of beginning to see the interaction points between
life as something stable and explainable in spots a nd life
as something beyond all explanation and in intercon nection
with all events in the universe. If that doesn't su ggest
something to artists, I don't know what could!

Q. I see what you mean!
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9. What The Pre-Raphaelitic Brotherhood Was Up To

Q. Has anybody in the past of painters had a real s ense of
the wholeness of Nature as you see it?

A. Yes. Spotwise, at least. I think that one of the  most
interesting events in all art history--I say 'event ', for
it was too short-lived, and too few painters were i nvolved
that it amounted to much more than that--was the PR B.

Q. PRB being the Pre-Raphaelitic Brotherhood. Well,  why
them?

A. Now let's imagine the scene of mid-19th century.  We're
talking of a priestly, Victorian British empire, in  which
art which had a religious stamp on it had a greater  chance
of getting around, also commercially ; and in which such
art as the famous Raphael had produced several cent uries
earlier was regarded as a kind of ideal by some. If  you
study photographs of these paintings--with all the respect
for what the paintings may exude beyond the photogr aphs--
you can understand why the handful of painters maki ng
their cleverly named brotherhood considered that Ra phael
and those following him were doing things sometimes  more
by "rote" than according to heart ; and that Nature offered
more mysteries than those which fitted the official
priestly symbolism. You know the word "rote"?

Q. Explain it. What is rote?

A. It means habit, repetitive, mechanical. Like whe n
people are shot when they don't know a bible text o f some
sort by rote. Literal. Mind-dumb idiotic repetition s.
That's the kind of idiocy that is by some people re garded
as proof of a holy, moral attitude. "Rote" means th at
there's no mind in it, no creativity. And, by coinc idence,
when we speak of computers we speak exclusively of what
can, at some level, be reduced to a series of socal led
"rote procedures".

Q. Machine-like.

A. Exactly. So that's why I mentioned the literalis t
attitude to religion, it's rediculous approach to i nsight
into theology. Let's brush that away. In any case, the
PRB wanted to look to more creative, more insightfu l
descriptions, by heart, of Nature, and with a less rigid,
less habitual, less superficially cartoonish descri ption--
also of the holy. You see, these folks weren't sayi ng that
religiousness is all false. Quite on the contrary. They
were rather like Tolkien, who, not that many decade s
later were writing stories some of which may well b e
imagined to come out of a steering at some PRB pain tings
after having read a dash of early P.G. Wodehouse. T olkien,
like these folks, believed not just in God but in t he
divine mysteries entwined in all Nature. And so the se
guys, wrapped up in the sense of nature-mystical
romanticism, forced themselves to take the stance t hat we
don't know much about life, about Nature, about cos mos,
but we have a sense of something, and we have an ad oration
for the beautiful female and for the divine mysteri es
surrounding the virgin and all that--you see their
starting-point? Of course, only decades later athei sm came
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into fashion and sort of brushed away Nature mystic ism as
a clinging to a view that was too near the priestly  view
to be correct ; but, as I think you know I'm trying to
point out, atheism is a rather childish take on rea lity.

Q. Now suppose I read all this what we're talking a bout,
and still feel inclined to something like atheism, but
have an open, scientific attitude and wish to hear exactly
why it is wrong. I know we have talked about this i n
earlier conversations, but, from scratch as it were , what
would you say?

A. Hm. Let's imagine that you say that you are an a theist.
Right?

Q. Okay, I'm not. But let's say I am.

A. And then you are saying, make me disbelieve it i f you
can.

Q. Yes. Something like that.

A. But let's then look into the meaning of the word
"atheist". What do you mean by it?

Q. That the world can be explained without a refere nce to
any God or creator or such, I think.

A. But there's more to "atheist" than that, isn't t here?
An atheist is not only denying a God, but in fact i s
saying that what is--this reality--is but a set of
particles and forces operating on particles that ar e
near one another. That sort of stuff. Push-pull. Ca use and
effect. By some sort of lucky coincidence life come s about
--that's what atheism really is saying, isn't it?

Q. Yes. You are right.

A. So, an atheist is probably a 'darwinist' in this  sense:
that reality, life, human beings, are not results o f an
overarching design process, but rather, by millions  of
years of chance events, certain patterns arise--sur vival
of the fittest, genes and their random mutations--a nd so
on, and by this process such as the human being com es into
being. Isn't all this typically what we mean by "at heism"?

Q. I think so.

A. Now, then, there are various things we could say  to
this. One of them goes like this: I have personally
experienced, as a computer programmer, how little c omes
out of randomness and chance, even when repeated mu ch more
than mere millions or billions of time. And what we 've
seen in each decade since Charles Darwin brought ou t his
theories, is a growth in the understanding of the s ubtle
finesses of life. It is fantastically well organize d.
What goes on in the simplest leaves of grass defy h uman
explanation. It appears that there are processes so
finely tuned even in grass that it seems to me to b e a
rather peculiar leap of imagination to assume that a mere
set of millions or billions or, for that matter, a
billion billion years, could give rise to these thi ngs.
If one has a simplistic understanding of life, coup led
with an equally simplistic understanding of randomn ess, I
can see how one might feel the atheism is a great i dea.
But I think it is a pretty tough argument, borderin g on
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extreme, severe unlikeliness, purely from a scienti fic
viewpoint, as I understand the findings, personally .

Q. What about intuition? Can it say something about
atheism is right or not?

A. Exactly--but what is intuition if you're an athe ist?
You follow? It isn't much then. It is mere chance b ubbling
up from the subconscious activity of the neurons or  the
like. The artist who is an atheist probably sees th e brain
as machine and wouldn't mind blending in a little
chemicals to get 'altered' perceptions. When it com es to
someone who conceives of Nature more like the PRB f olks,
you have a radically different take on intuition--a nd one
that, after all, artists would love to have. Don't you
think?

Q. Yes. Yet one doesn't change worldview easily.

A. That's true. One doesn't change a culture--and a theism
is for some people perhaps a culture--by throwing a round
some standard arguments. Yet it can happen that you  get a
sudden insight into your own thought processes--tha t this
or that is something you hadn't quite thought about . And
though it is a subtle thought, it may lead to a dee p
change ; and weeks, or seasons later, another thought of
the same kind may add itself to it ; and at some point--
you follow?--there may be a radical change of outlo ok.
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10. Art, Dance And Economy

Q. What is money?

A. There are two views of money. One is that money came
from below, and the other is that money came from a bove.

Q. What do you mean?

A. Let's take the 'from below' view first. Accordin g to
this view, first the planet was a soup of particles ;

then the particles became little organisms ; eventually
human beings came ; and when they started to grow crops
and what not they had the bright idea of counting t hem,
and bringing in some marks on some stones or the li ke to
keep the supply houses in order. Some marks for thi s
person, some for that ; and gradually, money as an
abstract item arose, independent of any concrete
reference. That's from below.

Q. And from above?

A. That's a wholly different story altogether. It c ouldn't
be more different. Here, we look to the root meanin g of
the English word 'money'. And of course we find tha t it
refers to an epiteth of the Roman version of one of  the
consorts of Zeus, the king of the gods, the one god  that
probably can be said to be the original idea behind
monotheism. In this view, then, money is part of th e
energy that God surround himself with, and associat ed
directly with beauty, the beautiful girl, the divin e glow
and glory of the Olympic beings who shaped the univ erse
and who made human beings in their image, or as sha dows of
their infinitely greater beauty. You see, in this v iew,
money isn't invented in the stone age or after ; rather,
it's part of the inspiration, the fun, the joy, the
pleasure and the seductiveness we associate with th e
playfulness of the origin beings. It's a divine
inspiration.

Q. Speaking of divine, not every spiritual person h as
always regarded money positively..

A. ..obviously not!

Q. ..for instance, St Paul wrote some rather terrib le
words about it, which is part of the Christian bibl e.

A. But then, St Paul, who was he? Merely a great wr iter.
He wasn't Jesus, and according even to the bible he  never
even met Jesus except in visions and all that. So h e's a
preacher ; the only difference between this St Paul and any
typical charismatic priest of modern times is that St Paul
lived some decades after the Jesus character. So it 's
something of a mystery to me why those who claim to
believe so much in Jesus go to this particular writ er
rather than pray for direct intuition. In any case,  that's
him, and that's only one take on money. No doubt he
wanted to point out that greed for property, wealth , all
that, is typically associated with the ugliest of a ctions
that we see in humanity--when these things are thre atened
and when belief and faith in nobler virtues aren't strong
enough to set people free from attachment.
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  In any case, I think that the view of money that this
Paul or Paulus character is exhibiting is pretty mu ch the
'from below' view of money. And this is typical of the
rather unjoyous take on life that characterises the  least
interesting parts of the particularly Christian par t of
the bible. They had too much of the stout Roman in them,
and too little appreciation of what the Greek myths  could
open up in them, of insights into art, life, awaren ess
and the divine. That, at least, is as I see it.

Q. So you view money as something associated with p ure
energy?

A. Indeed I do. Like light, it may be misused. Anyt hing we
can handle can be misused. But in its origin, it's
something liberating--not just to get, but to give,  when
done in the right spirit. You give money when you g et
inspiration in return ; not just what you need, practically
but speaking of all the other things. The real econ omy,
the real interesting economy, is not just in househ old
articles, not just in borrowing money to get proper ties
and to keep on properties and rent them out and all  that,
but the money associated with the genuinely 'useles s'
things, yet vital for human joy. That's where art c omes in
--and then money is a direct servant of the art. Yo u have
spare time and you have spare money and you see tha t there
is this wonderful art event, beauty, grace, audienc e,
people have put on a bit of extra nice clothing, th ere's
a gathering, there's the expectation, the shared
experience--all these things are involved in inspir ation ;

and this is not merely a habitual thing, but someth ing
in essence innovative, fresh. Money in this sense i s
serving genuine development in human consciousness.

Q. To take this view of money is nice, but in a wor ld with
what seems to be more people than good jobs, it's a lso a
name for a tough reality.

A. It's tough, yes. There can be no denial of that.  What I
think is right is though to realize that for those who are
so lucky that they can combine a great talent with
concentrated work--to produce paintings, to partake  in
gracious dance, whatever--they can be alive to the higher
meanings of money ; it's part of the artistic current and
flow to be aware of this ; it's part of the natural luxury
of being when there's a degree of comfortable econo my for
a plurality of people relating to a field of unfold ment
that money is shared so that these experiences come  around
to people. There's great fun in it ; there's a twinkle in
the eyes around that type of relationship to money ; and I
think that for those who have a reasonably safe gro unding
in how they handle money--not basing too much on lo ans and
so on--and where they have obvious talents, and a w illing-
ness to concentrate, to work on what they are worki ng on,
or educating themselves in, as a dedication--that i t can
literally pay of to be aware of money in this danci ng way,
the way of enthusiasm.

Q. But then there's also the question of calculatio ns, and
austerity in expenses, and getting a balance.

A. Quite so. And so it pays of to have a relationsh ip to
numbers, to order, to arranging one's thoughts, giv ing
oneself time to sort things out and finding a kind of
meditative order in how one plans ; and to find out what
types of promises one can make and fulfill and to a void
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the promises that one cannot live up to--at least, as much
as possible, and after learning about these things.  We all
have learning to do about these things ; there's always
more to learn. That's part of the beauty of money.

Q. There's a tendency in some parts of society to s peak of
injustice in how some people reap in much for thing s that
more anonymous people get little for.

A. Yes. A signature may be worth millions, for inst ance ;
but when prices are determined by hype in societal circles
that must be seen more like a game, a temporary gam e,
rather than actual evaluation of the items involved . It's
like the stock market: when many talks highly about  the
stock, the stock appreciates in value, no matter wh at it
refers to, up to a point. I think that while such g ames
have some interest--a slight bit of the same happen s in
currency trading, which I dabble a bit with for fun --there
is also the idea of quality in work, and that quali ty time
giving to good work in which one has put both talen ts and
carefully cultivated experience and learning time, should
have a meaningful payment, reflecting all this. Whe n you
find a price through thinking through what goes int o doing
or making something--for instance a painting--then you can
reach different, more meaningful type of price--in the
sense that it lasts longer, and outlives flashes of  hype.

* * *
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